REQUEST FOR FURTHER SURVEILLANCE ASSISTANCE

DATE: 11/24/63
PAGES: 1

SUBJECTS:
SURVEILLANCE ASSISTANCE
BORDER CROSSINGS
MEXICO

DOCUMENT TYPE: PAPER, TEXTUAL DOCUMENT
CLASSIFICATION: U
RESTRICTIONS: 1B, 1C, DONOR REST., REFERRED
CURRENT STATUS: X
DATE OF LAST REVIEW: 08/15/94

OPENING CRITERIA:

COMMENTS:
SECRET 24/1812Z

PRIORITY

DIRECT أبيت CITE MEXI 7052

REDWOOD LONGBOY REVALIANT

REF OTTA 1271 (IN 67210)

1. REF INFO INSUFFICIENT FOR MEXI MOUNT SURVEILLANCE.

2. AS IN PAST, ASK THAT HQS TRY ARRANGE WITH ESOVY SURVEILL SUBJ INTO MEXICO AND/OR GET FIRM INFO OF BORDER POINT AT WHICH CROSSES AND BUS USED TO ARRIVE HERE.

SECRET

APPROVED FOR RELEASE 1994
CIA HISTORICAL-REVIEW PROGRAM
AS SANITIZED

[Signature and date]

RECORDS OFFICER STAMP

The following action is authorized:

[Signature and date]

Note: If destruction, cite reasons and coordinate if appropriate.

CIA HAS NO OBJECTION TO DECLASSIFICATION AND/OR RELEASE OF THIS DOCUMENT

SECRET

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED